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West Maling, 663 King Georges Rd. Penshurst, home ofAlbert Bythesea We/gall (see story page 3).

Meetings and Speakers
Thursday 14 February 2013
Andrew Tink, visiting fellow at
Macquarie University, will speak on
Lord Sydney

Thursday 14 March 2013
AGM and Show and Tell

Meetings are held at the School ofArts, Bowns Road Kogarah, at 2pm. Enjoy the speaker,
then an opportunity to chat over afternoon tea. A short business meeting follows. Apologies
for non-attendance at meetings should go to the Secretary, Gill 7zan (9546 4623)

HAPPY NEW YEAR!
The President, Committee and all the Members wish each other a year full
of good will, friendship, good health and safety in 2013.

Museum Roster
January 2013
6th Carole Tier & Ken Grieve
13th Mavis Ward & Mary Williams
20th Trudy Johns & Elizabeth Emerson
27th Betty Goodger & Janette Hollebone

3rd
10th
17th
24th

February 2013
Gill Whan & Deirdre Schroder
Adele Ryan & Lawrie Cony
Trudy Johns & Elizabeth Emerson
Betty Goodger & Janette Hollebone

Hours 1pm - 5pm. Problems contact Elizabeth Emerson 9579 4118 or Gill Whan 9546 4623
We are always lookingfor members to volunteerfor either a regular spot at the Museum or to go
on the emergency list. Training given. It only involves your attendance one Sunday afternoon
every second month. Contact one of the committee ifyou are willing to help.

Weekday trial opening for Carss Cottage
The Museum will be open each Wednesday morning during January from lOam to 1pm. Thank
you to those people who have already volunteered for the roster. Please contact Janette if you
would like to help on one of the five days and please tell your friends about this experimental
school holiday opening.
Roster: 2 Jan. Irene and Warren Selmon 16 Jan. Mavis Ward and Jan Magrath
9 Jan. Irene and Warren Selmon 23 Jan. Betty Reynolds and Betty Goodger
30 Jan. Irene and Warren Selmon

Australia Day
As usual the Museum will be open on Australia Day, Saturday, January 26th.We plan to open
from 12 noon to 6pm and admission on Australia Day is free.
Roster: 12 noon to2 pm Cath & Leo Sullivan; 2 pm to 4pm Beverley Earnshaw & Gill Whan:
4 pm to 6 pm Janette Hollebone & Betty Goodger. Volunteers to help on Australia Day are very
welcome Do come and join us. It's always a good day.

Committee 2012 (* denotes Executive)
President:*
Ph. 9529 7117
Janette Hollebone
Ph. 9546 1091
Vice President (1):* Beverley Earnshaw
Ph. 9546 5704
Vice President (2):* Mavis Ward
Secretary:*
Ph. 9546 4623
Gill Whan
Treasurer:*
Cath Sullivan
Ph. 9579 6149
Committee Members: Beryl Butters, Lawrie Cony, Trudy Johns,
Adele Ryan, Carole Tier

Committee Meeting Venues
4 Feb 7.00 pm Gill Whan, 11 Dewrang St, Carss Park
4 Mar 7.00 pm Beryl Butters, 36 Louisa Street, Oatley
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WEST MALING AND ALBERT BYTHE SEA WEIGALL
(1840-1912)
This year marks the hundredth anniversary of the death of
one of the St George district's most distinguished residents,
English-born Albert Bythesea Weigall, M.A., C.M.G. For
more than 20 years he and his family lived in the imposing
mansion he had had built at 663-665 King Georges Road
(formerly Belmore Road), Penshurst, known later as West
Maling (which today functions as the Revival Life Centre
run by the non-denominational Assemblies of God). Weigall
was survived by his wife Ada plus four sons (a barrister, a
solicitor, a civil engineer and a mining engineer) and four
daughters, leaving behind an estate worth £13,856 15s 7d.
Such was his celebrity that St James' Church on King Street
in the City was filled to overflowing for his funeral on
Thursday 22 February 1912. In a long obituary, the Sydney
Morning Herald put it that with Weigall's death, Sydney
had 'lost one of its best known citizens', one who was
responsible for mentoring 'many men who have taken a
leading part in the public and political life of this State' such as Justices of the Supreme Court and leading medical
Mi; WUAU IN 1W,
practitioners, and members of the Fairfax
family, owners of the Herald. One of the many said to have come under his influence was the
well-loved poet A.B. 'Banjo' Paterson. Aprofessor at Sydney University (and its future chancellor),
(Sir) Mungo MacCallum, even wrote a brief biography, In Memory ofAlbert Bythesea Weigall
(1913). Yet as far as his Penshurst neighbours were concerned, Weigall must have been something
of an enigma.
Weigall was born on 16 February 1840, the fourth son of an Anglican vicar from rural Buxton in
Derbyshire. His second name, Bythesea, was handed down from his maternal great-uncle, an
admiral. It would be on doctor's advice (to alleviate severe stress brought on by university studies)
that he undertook a long sea voyage which saw him arrive in Melbourne in 1863. After deciding
to stay for a while, he then tried his hand at school teaching (at Scotch College) in what would
prove to be a life-defining career-move.
The basis for Weigall's fame is that, from January 1867 until the time of his death, he was
headmaster of Sydney Grammar School - a day school for boys situated on College Street,
alongside the Australian Museum, with a view across Hyde Park of the Sydney C.B.D. When
first envisaged back in 1854 (and classes commenced on 3 August 1857), it was intended that
Grammar would provide the University of Sydney with appropriately qualified students, viz.
with a classically-oriented education. (And today it is ranked amongst Australia's foremost
academic schools). Weigall was a conventional English schoolmaster of the period in that he had
received a university education in the classics (at Brasenose College, Oxford) and was a teacher
of Latin and Greek. Thereby he also possessed the type of attributes sought by the trustees of
Sydney Grammar when, at the remarkably young age of 26, they chose him to be their headmaster.
It was estimated that during Weigall's headmastership, something approaching 7,000 boys would
pass through the school. He was renowned for having a phenomenal memory and the amazing
ability to recognize individual pupils, combined with an abiding interest in their welfare. In part,
his reputation was a product of his longevity as headmaster, with many of his pupils going on to
become community leaders.
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Just as significantly Weigall was to acquire a broader reputation as a leader of Australian education
- as a result of initiatives undertaken at Grammar during his stewardship, which would spread to
other schools. When he first arrived at Grammar, there was little of what was then termed
'corporate', i.e. school, spirit. In 1870 he set about rectifying this with his establishment of the
Sydney Grammar School Cadet Corps. He himself had developed an enthusiasm for such things
when living in Melbourne - he chose to spend his weekends in a uniform as a member of a
volunteer militia detachment. At Grammar he would take personal command of the Corps as its
Captain, demonstrating infantry drill and explaining military tactics. The Corps participated in
annual camps at bush localities, at places such as Campbelltown and Bathurst, involving
competitions against other cadet corps with trophies for the winners. He hoped that such
involvement would develop esprit de corps, devotion and pride in their school amongst his
pupils. For his part, Weigall was in his element leading his young charges into 'battle'.
Strange as it may seem, for many years Grammar had no organised sporting contests with which
one normally associates the cultivation of school spirit: there were no football or cricket
competitions. In the Australia of today, such an omission is hard to comprehend, yet such was
the case in Sydney until the mid-1870s. (Historians of education see enormous significance in
the role played by sport in boys' schools. It was in England during the 1860s that the headmasters
of certain Public Schools struck upon the idea of putting sport into the curriculum - initially for
the purpose of 'controlling' their pupils who, on occasion, could be very confrontationist and
indulge in wanton vandalism. Those headmasters deliberately used sport essentially as a means
of exhausting schoolboys! Only subsequently did competitive sport evolve into a key strategy
for fostering school spirit in practically all boys' schools.) The rise of school sport in Sydney has
its origins in developments at Grammar - although not directly attributable to Weigall himself.
Edwin Bean was a teacher who joined his staff in 1875, and he was the one responsible (with
backing from his headmaster) for introducing the cult of schoolboy sport which he had experienced
previously, as a pupil in an English Public School (at Clifton College, Bristol). In imitation of
what had recently happened in English Public Schools, Bean introduced rugby, cricket, athletics
and rowing into the life of Sydney Grammar, whilst arranging contests with other schools (which
were few back then) and club sides. This provided a momentum which, in 1892, culminated in
the formation of the Greater Public Schools sporting organization, that would see Grammar
teams competing against others from The King's School, Newington College, St Ignatius College,
St Joseph College, Sydney Church of England Grammar School and the Scots College - and,
later, Sydney Boys High. Bean was also the moving force behind the creation of the Sydneian,
one of the first school magazines in Australia, another means commonly employed by school
authorities with the intention of infusing their institutions with 'spirit'.
However the move towards the establishment of school sport was not inexorable - it was to
meet with a degree of (somewhat amusing) resistance from certain ingenious Grammar boys.
For example when, in 1876, those who indicated a preparedness to play in a school team were
allowed out of class early, at 3:30 on Wednesday afternoons, to train, apparently they deserted
the sports field as soon as the normal time for dismissal arrived at 4 p.m.! No less a pupil than
'Banjo' Paterson declared himself opposed to the introduction of sport into the curriculum in a
piece he wrote for the Sydneian: 'the game of football is not an attractive one to many boys. To
be run off your legs, bruised, and generally knocked about, and after all your pains to be abused
for some breach of the very complicated rules, is not a very attractive bill of fare for an afternoon'.
Yet it is within the context of Grammar under Weigall that is to be found some of the origins of
an obsession with sport that seemingly characterizes our nation today.
Because Grammar was located within a stone's throw of the Sydney C.B.D., in a cramped innercity location, it lacked its own sporting fields. Pupils like 'Banjo' Paterson found games being
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organized for their teams at venues such as Moore Park, adjacent to the Sydney Cricket Ground.
This would be rectified in 1907 with the acquisition of 3 hectares of land, 1.4 kilometres away
from the school at Rushcutters Bay, thus providing Grammar with its own cricket and rugby
fields. And the complex was named The Weigall Ground.
At the outset, however, Weigall's rise to eminence had been far from assured. When he assumed
the position of headmaster in 1867 it was in full knowledge that the appointment might be very
short lived: under his predecessor, William John Stephens, there had been a dramatic decline in
school enrolments, from a high of 212 in 1858 to just 39 pupils upon Weigall's arrival. At his
first meeting with the School's trustees, he was to be informed that 'there was a strong probability
that the school would be closed'! It was testimony to his superlative leadership that the School
went on to acquire an enviable reputation - accompanied by enrolments eventually rising to 696
boys, with staff increasing from four to twenty-six. And considerable financial rewards would
accrue for the architect of this reversal of fortune: unlike typical modern-day headmasters who
are appointed on a fixed salary, back then Grammar's headmaster was employed on a type of
'incentive' contract which saw his remuneration rise with enrolments. As a result, Weigall would
be quite handsomely rewarded for his efforts - and this would be reflected in the relocation of
his household. When he first arrived in Sydney, Weigall had available to him one of the staff
apartments which adjoined Grammar's 'Big School' back in those days. With the accumulation
of wealth, the opportunity would eventually present itself for him to build a residence worthy of
a gentleman of some standing within Sydney society. It was thus that Weigall came to acquire
real estate near Penshurst, atop a ridge with sweeping views, as the place to build the home in
which he would live out his days with Ada, whom he had married in 1868, and their children.
Apparently it was a fashion of the period, for some with the means, to own a grand residence
surrounded by gardens, an arboretum, etc., in Sydney's hinterland, to which they could retreat:
five such mansions were built in the Penshurst area in the late 1880s. Weigall's relocation of his
family to Penshurst was facilitated by the construction of the Illawarra railway line through the
St George district, to Hurstville in October 1884, with the subsequent opening of a station at
Penshurst in May 1890. Either station would be within walking distance of his new home, (and
within about 45 minutes he could then be in the City). Weigall enjoyed a brisk walk - he had a
reputation of being a '20-mile-a-day' man(!) who was in his element trekking through the
Australian bush. That was possibly why he was attracted to this sparsely settled locality. Perhaps
it was also the act of a person wanting to distance himself from childhood memories of growing
up in a depressing mill town, the product of the industrial revolution - such as Macclesfield,
where Weigall had spent his schooldays back in England.
West Maling was constructed in 1889— for a total of E3,561 1 Os 3d. It might well be described as
Weigall's 'dream home'. It seems to have been much influenced by - possibly even copied
directly from a building designed by - leading Scottish architect Richard Norman Shaw R.A.
(1831-1912), famous in Britain for his exquisite Queen Anne-style country houses that were
popular in the later 19th century, with their mixture of brick and timber construction, featuring a
Great Hall, along with tall, elaborate chimneys. Just four years previously Australia's first Queen
Anne residence, Caerleon, had been constructed at Bellevue Hill for Charles B. Fairfax, of the
newspaper family who in those days sent their sons to Grammar. Herein, perhaps, is to be found
some of the explanation for West Maling's origins. The Weigall home was of two stories, made
of English bond brickwork, with a high, steeply gabled, slate roof and towering chimneys. Visitors
gained entry through a sandstone arch, via a massive cedar door. The Great Hall, which served as
a ballroom, incorporates six stained glass windows, each featuring an English literary figure:
Geoffrey Chaucer, William Shakespeare, John Milton, John Bunyan, Edmund Spicer and Frances
Bacon. Throughout the building were to be found examples of skilled carpentry and joinery. The
atmosphere exuded the owner's Oxbridge education, and for visitors who made the excursion
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from the City, the impression must have been quite delightful— something akin to being transported
to an English manor house. A weekend stay-over would probably also have taken in a strenuous
bush walk or two, with the enthusiastic host leading from the front. For guests, it must have been
quite an interesting experience, juxtaposing as it did English erudition with challenges posed by
the Australian terrain. Indeed one could employ this West Mailing experience as a metaphor for
Weigall - for the contending themes in his life.
Following complications arising from an operation late in 1911, the 72-year-old Weigall died in
a private hospital in Darlinghurst on 20 February 1912. He was then buried in South Head
cemetery. It is a little surprising that, in stark contrast to the Sydney Morning Herald, neither of
the newspapers published in the St George district would contain any reference to these events.
Grammar consumed much of Weigall's life, and in devoting his energies to his pupils it would
appear he had practically no time left over to become involved in the affairs of the community in
which he and his family resided. His was the classic life of the schoolmaster who saw his purpose
being 'to serve them all my days'.
DAVID MARTIN

Historical Teasers
1. Who was the most recent Australian to win the men's singles title at Wimbledon?
2. Do all states/territories have the same blood alcohol limit for non-probationary
drivers?
3. In what year did the Australian National Gallery open?
4. Who was Australia's first Aboriginal Senator?
5. Who are the actors who play Kath and Kim?
6. The Tamar River flows to which Tasmanian town/city?
7. Approximately how many rabbits are there in Australia today? A 3m; B 30m; C 300m
D 3,000m
Answers:
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Mondays at the Museum
Resumes March 25, 2013
We look forward to seeing you on March 25, 2013 when the speaker
will be Wendy Cornish who will speak on Alan Turing, the English
mathematician and code breaker who worked at Bletchley Park on
the Enigma Machine during World War II. Join us at 10 am for
morning tea in the courtyard before we adjourn to the Kogarah Room
in the Museum for the presentation. Cost is $5 which also gives you
a chance to win a door prize. Please book, as numbers are limited
and it helps with the catering. Ring Adele Ryan on 9529 6730 to
reserve your place, or leave a message if she is not there.

(i)

OUR HONORARY LIBRARIAN, BETTY GOODGER, EXPLAINS
KOGARAH HISTORICAL SOCIETY'S LIBRARY
Our Museum in Carss Cottage shows the homely details of life in days gone by and one of the
first reminders of that fact is on display as soon as you enter!
I refer to our library catalogue, banks of drawers filled with cards listing the books and
pamphlets about the history of our St George district with special attention to the Kogarah area.
It stands in the vestibule, alongside a mangle and a huge clock that once graced Kogarah Station.
After all, these were high tech in their day!
This was brought home to me recently when our Secretary was showing her young visitor
around and, gesturing towards the wooden stand of drawers, remarked that this was how it was
done in earlier days. Now a young enquirer keys in the request in a computer which shows
them where the item is housed.
But exactly the same principles apply to the "old" catalogue. Should you want to know if
our Library has a certain book, or has any information on a certain topic, provided you know
your alphabet, you can fmd it. Look under the name of the author, or the subject and it will guide
you to the books.
These are kept in locked cupboards in the Coxhead Room, arranged by the Dewey classification, just as in the municipal Library. (The doors are the work of Albert Lewin.)
But there is an extra bonus to be had. The catalogue contains entries that index our Newsletter, so you can also find out if anyone has written an article that interests you.
When Ijoined Kogarah Historical Society, having spent my working life as a librarian and
archivist, I decided to continue this good work. The books I have catalogued and the Newsletters
I have indexed from 1986 to date, are not yet incorporated with the older cards. They are in
drawers following the sequence of the first catalogue.
I have produced my index to the Newsletter and it can be sourced on our web site,
www.kogarah.historicalsociety.com.au. I am in the process of integrating the entries from 1970
to 1985 into this and hope to complete the work in the near future.
Ever since I discovered the catalogue, I have tried to find out its origin. I knew it had been
prepared by experts, and that there is a duplicate set in the Joan Hatton Room (the Local Studies
Section) at Kogarah Library.
The Kogarah Library opened in 1970, the same year Kogarah Historical Society was formed.
Mayor Ken Cavanough was a driving force in both endeavours. When was the Local Studies
Section established? From folk history and my knowledge of members like Dr Joan Hatton, I
understood that the Society salted the collection.
I knew that the early members of our Society were library-minded - very aware of the
importance of recording any research done on the district and its pioneers. In fact they were
usually members of all the historical societies in the St George district, St George, Hurstville,
Kogarah and even Canterbury.
Elaine Howard was a very active member until her death in 1984. She was librarian at the
Star of the Sea Girls High School and acted as librarian for KHS, conducting a lending library
for members, as well as researching and writing. Her Library Report 1 for June 1976 says,
It has been suggested that the Society Library collection should be
accessible to everyone - not only on Sunday afternoons as at present. For
this reason I went along to the Kogarah Municipal Library and ascertained
that the Librarian would be very interested in housing our local history
booklets, etc in the reference section at Kogarah.
By June 1977 the Management Committee' recommended the transfer of reference books.
The Minutes' show the decision was made. In March 1978, Elaine Howard' reported that "about
40 books and pamphlets of local interest have been transferred ... to the Municipal Library."
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In October 1978 the Management Committee I reported that Mrs E. Austen, the Librarian for Kogarah "has been employing extra staff at Kogarah Library to index our newsletters
and a set of cards, with catalogue, on a stand, has also been promised to the Society"' Mrs Austen
addressed the Society on 121October 1978 and presented the catalogue to the Society.
The Hurstville Historical Society placed their collection in Hurstville's Library in 1980. (7)
As you can see, there is access to what has been written about the history of the Kogarah
district. Happy hunting!
B. GOODGER
REFERENCES
1 KITS Newsletter June 1976 p. 4
2 KHS Newsletter July 1977 p.1
3 KITS Minutes 91June 1977 and 141 July 1977 General Business
4 KITS Newsletter March 1978 p. 4
5 KITS Newsletter October 1978 p.8
6 KillS Minutes 12 October 1978 General Business
7 Hurstville Historical Society Newsletter Vol 2 no 43 December 1980 p.2

South East Family History Forum

Delegates in the Kogarah Room at Carss Cottage

On November 3, 2012 the Society hosted the
quarterly meeting of representatives from
family history & historical societies, local
studies libraries and researchers based south
of Sydney Harbour at Carss Cottage. The
purpose was to exchange ideas, to air
problems and report on achievements. One
of Kogarah's problems was not having enough
storage space but others looked at our display
areas with envy. Each group has different
amenities.The next forum will be hosted by
Laurel & Bob Horton at St.Peters Church,
Cooks River on February 23, 2013 at 1.30 pm.

Welcome Students from St.George TAFE
On November 22, 2012 the society welcomed
a class of ESL (English Second Language) Students from St.George TAFE at the cottage. They
showed great interest in the fabric of the cottage, the stonework and the antique carpentry
tools in the display cabinets. They heard about
the life of the Carss family in the cottage over
a century ago and as most were Chinese we
explained the contribution made by the Chinese market gardeners who occupied the land
which later became the Carss Park and Todd
Park Sporting Fields.
ESL Students at the Cottage

THE WALK DOWN ENGLISH STREET
On Saturday October 27, 2012 the Society conducted a walk down English Street, one ofKogarah's
earliest and most historic streets. The weather was fine and a good crowd came to hear our
guides, Janette Hollebone and Beverley Earnshaw, relate the history of the many old buildings
still standing, the hospital, the monastery, the retirement village and the war memorial, and
awaken memories of some which have been lost, the silent movie theatre, boxing stadium,
sculptor's studio and market gardens.
English Street ran through the estate of Irish pioneer, Edmond English, whose house The
Homestead was demolished to make way for Carlton South School. But the street's original
name was Webbers Road named after Phillip Webber, a German immigrant who worked a market
garden along the southern side of the street. Phillip Webber and his relative, Joseph Schmitt,
(their wives were step sisters) set up adjoining market gardens about 1859. However, Webber
was not popular with the locals who called him "Old Bismark" even to his face, When World
War I broke out, a wave of anti-German feeling swept the nation and people agitated to have all
names suggestive of the German enemy obliterated. Webbers Road had to be re-named.
The following report appeared in Barrier Miner, of 14 Sept 1915, p1 :The Kogarah council (says the Sydney "Sun"), recently changed the names of a number
of streets from patriotic motives, and in this regard the following letter from A. H. Clarke was
read at last Tuesday night c meeting of the council:—
"There is at present a road in your municipality by the name of Webber road. I beg
respec'fully to ask, as a ratepayer, that the name of the said road be changed to some more
suitable name, to be approved by your honorable council, for the following reasons:—This
road was given the name of Webber after a German of that name, who occupied a block of
land, which was used as a market garden. I beg here to state from my own personal experience, that he was a German of the Germans, and a pronounced Prussian of the worst type. He
was a hot headed old soldier; and with his German guns, of which he had three always
loaded, he would not think long before firing and winging any boy or man who attempted to
take one of his peaches or lemons. Remember; gentlemen, the cruelties that are being inflicted
on the Allies 'soldiers by these beastly Germans. I would beg that anything German be torn
out, root and stump, from our midst."
Alderman Colebourne thought it would inconvenience the ratepayers to alter the name of
such an old thoroughfare but Alderman Anderson said "I'd turn the whole place upside down
rather than have anything German." Alderman Halstead agreed, "Yes; and keep it up after
the war."
The aldermen decided to call the thoroughfare English-street.
Originally, Webbers Road
ran from Princes Highway
(Kogarah Road) to Forest Road
Hurstville, but it was bisected by
the railway line in 1884. The
western end then came into
Rockdale Municipality and the
eastern end into Kogarah.
Rockdale Council also abolished
the name and re-named it
Willison Road in honour of the
first young soldier from Rockdale
to be killed in the World War.

The walk commenced outside the new electricity sub-station,
formerly a silent movie theatre and a boxing stadium.

MEMBER PROFILE
Ruth Elizabeth Bieri (flee Clark) was born at St.George
Hospital Kogarah in 1939. She attended Hurstville Public
School during primary years but on moving to Wilson St,
Kogarah attended Kogarah Home Science School. She
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learned to swim at Carss Park Pool and was a regular at Sans
Souci Baths. Bike riding in those days was a dream as there
was no need to worry about traffic. She played tennis in the
juniors in the St.George District competition. Clark and
Powys family members had lived in the area for several
generations.
She is the descendant of a number of convicts on her
paternal grandmother's side. Their names included Williams,
Peck, Clifford & Heyward, the latter arriving in June 1790
on the Neptune. The first arrival on her mother's side was
Robert Hardy who sailed with his family on the Australia in
1827. Also arriving on her mother's side in 1850 was Irish Famine 'orphan', Mary Dowling.
Mary could read and write so spent little time in Hyde Park Barracks before beginning work for
FC Lamotte. Mary, on the death of her first husband married Robert, the son of Robert and
Dinah Hardy and the family lived in Narrabri.
Ruth Clark's grandfather, Edwin Clark, was a life member and passionate sailor with the
St.George Sailing Club and a founding member of the Georges River Sailing Club. His brother,
Allan, was also involved with the sailing clubs but more particularly with the St.George Rugby
League Club and its acceptance into the first grade football code.
Upon leaving school at age 14, Ruth began work as ajunior clerk for an electrical wholesaler
& retailer in the city. Work was very easy to find in the 1950s. On finishing her shorthand course
she obtained work as a legal secretary in a Solicitors office in Bligh Street. She met her future
husband, Kurt, who was Swiss, at a dance in the Petersham Town Hall and eventually travelled
to Switzerland on the Fairsky to many him. She and Kurt married in 1964. (In those days in
Switzerland the girls did not have engagement rings but wore their wedding rings on the right
hand until they married and then the ring was changed to the left hand.) It was a civil service
with a church service held the following afternoon. Before the wedding breakfast the guests
were treated to a bus trip around the beautiful countryside. She had started work in a watch
factory, as friends said 'putting the ticks in watches'. There was a trip to England as well as a few
days in Paris to satisfy the desire to see the 'Mona Lisa'. Three children were born, Carole,
Elisabeth and Kurt jnr. All were premature births and Elisabeth only survived for one week.
Homesickness was one of the factors which brought the little Swiss family to Australia as migrants.
She has lived in the same house in the Hills Shire for over 40 years, seen Carole and Kurt
jnr through school and university. She has enjoyed competition tennis, gardening, university
education at Macquarie University and UNSW, trips overseas and around Australia with her
husband, theatre visits, reading, bushwalking and camping and prior to retirement worked as a
professional archivist with the Royal Agricultural Society of NSW. She has been a regular caller
for Red Cross Telecross for over ten years and is overawed at the abilities of many of the senior
citizens she has to call. She has three grandchildren, one living locally who is her 'pride andjoy'.
Ruth has been a member of Kogarah Historical Society for a number of years but distance
and other commitments mean she is unfortunately unable to attend meetings and outings. The
recent English Street tour was an exception and it was very exciting to find the house in which
her great grandparents and family resided.
Ruth Bieri
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ROYAL AUSTRALIAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Annual Conference 20-21 October, 2012
The venue of the Conference was a charming setting called Rowers on Cooks River Wolli Creek.
When I saw the location I wrongly assumed the central theme would be the St.George District,
but the title "Saturated with Filth and Corruption", taken from a Royal Commission of 1882 to
inquire into noxious and offensive trades had been chosen by Lesley Muir, as her home society
was Canterbury on the banks of the Cooks River, where the famous Sugar Works contributed to
the pollution of the river.
Although her untimely death in May 2012 deprived us of her, she left the theme and some
notes for the conference which was dedicated to her memory. Speakers paid many tributes to her.
The keynote- address Cleaning yp Sydney by Professor Peter Spearitt, made particular
reference to our area with witty but biting mention of the
Brian Madden then introduced proceedings with a comprehensive talk on the Cooks River
Valley - as history saturated with filth, sparked by notes left by his wife, Lesley.
The next speaker, Angela Phippen, revealed sources for researching noxious trades, giving
us a four page handout to help trace ancestors who worked in these trades. An amusing sidelight
was that although a man might earn his living as a rag-picker or bone grinder, it rarely appeared
on his marriage certificate or in the directory where he might be listed as a Dealer or Manager.
Using the records of the Southern Portland Cement Co which she found, Leonie Knapman
was able to piece together the social life of the workers from 1927.
Rowan Day tackled the problem of rural workers who moved around, leaving little in the
form of a paper trail. Much could be inferred from statistics in Year Books and Statistical Registers.
I found the next speaker, Richard Neville, Mitchell Librarian, most interesting as he spoke
of the way digitization is making the sources of the Mitchell Library available to researchers
outside the walls of the Library.
Gavin Gatenby, of the Wolli Creek Preservation Society, told of the struggle to prevent a
four land highway destroying the valley.
Saturday's final talk was on Tempe House, followed by an inspection, including
St.Magdalene's Chapel, where Ross Berry told us of the family of Alexander Brodie Spark.
Sunday's papers were most practical. I have handouts on Digitising Oral Histories and
websites etc for Local History on the internet which offer immediate help. I'll be happy to share!
Our President Janette Hollebone, Viet-Presidents Beverley Earnshaw and Mavis Ward,
Secretary Gill Whan and members Betty Goodger and Judy Reynolds attended. I found it useful,
encouraging and a great opportunity to see what other societies are publishing.
B. GOODGER
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A MERRY CHRISTMAS PARTY
Once again in 2012 our Christmas Party was an outstanding success. The venue this year was the
newly refurbished Kogarah RSL where a record number of 50 members enjoyed an excellent
Christmas lunch followed by a fun program of games and quizzes put together by Mavis Ward.
Thank you Mavis for all your hard work.
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